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Summary and appraisal by the jury

The project takes on the difficult task to provide public
amenities in refugee camps. The submitted proposal for
a health center and school was specifically developed for
the Mbera refugee camp in southeast Mauritania of more
than 70,000 people, near the border with Mali. Foldable
and easily-erectable tent structures form the basic units
for the school and health center facilities. Phase Change
Material (PCM) accumulators are used for air-conditioning, taking advantage of the temperature differential between day and night for creating livable and safe conditions without additional energy requirements – the
colder air at night cools the hot air during the day. The
use of this simple but effective technology in semi-desert
or desert areas helps to improve living conditions in the
camps, upholding the human dignity of the refugees and
enhancing their chances for stability and self-reliance.

Sustainability concept

The use of phase change materials (PCM) in accumulators for air conditioning is a brand new method of utilizing these materials. The development of PCMs is fast,
there are more and more different kinds of PCMs available. The PCM accumulator can be used in every building,
independent of structure or function, in climates with
relatively high diurnal temperature variations. Since it
only uses the daily temperature variation for air conditioning, it does not require further energy for functioning.
By providing better living conditions, it helps refugees to
keep their human dignity and to ease their pathway back
into society. It creates better conditions for education and
protection of children, thus in the long term giving hope
and the possibility for a more equitable future life. Since
the PCM accumulator is easily installed on any building,
all people living in areas with the required weather conditions (ie: desert or semi-desert climate) can take advantage of these positive effects. The PCM accumulator can
contribute to improved general living conditions, and to
the development of society.
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The jury praised the basic premise of the design proposal
that combines the intelligent deployment of technology
with social objectives. Two technical aspects were specifically praised. First, the sophisticated light-weight system
for the tent structures was considered a highly appropriate solution for satisfying the specific needs of instant
construction. Second, the use of PCM accumulators as an
environmental control system to cool or heat the air was
deemed a brilliant answer for improving comfort levels.
Here technology is put to work for enhancing the living
conditions of uprooted political refugees.

Image 1: View of the center with the refugee tents in the background. The patterned canvas imitates mud huts with white canvas roofs.

During the planning procedure of the project retained
the target to satisfy real, existing expectations. Practicality, ease of construction and low production costs were
preconditions of the project. In this case, aesthetics focuses on simplicity and practicality: serving a basic need
that responds also to environmental requirements.
The PCM accumulator can be used in different types of
buildings throughout similar climates. It is a small step in
making the lives of the refugees better: but it may be an
important step. By meeting the needs of refugees, creating a protective environment where individuals have a
chance to feel equality and human dignity – their potential to work, think, and act responsibly is enhanced. The
opportunity for children to learn enhances their potential productivity both in an economic and academic
framework.

Besides respect of human dignity it is also important to
respect nature. It is time to realize that people and nature
must not be over-exploited. Cooperation is required with
one another and with nature to keep the planet healthy.
The PCM accumulator uses only the circulation of air to
function, has no harmful effect on the environment, and
can be made using vegetable oils.
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Image 2: Axonometric segment that shows the process of air conditioning.
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Image 3: Location, climate, technology.

Image 4: Ground plan and cooling requirements of tents.

Image 5: Assembling structure 1.

Image 6: Assembling structure 2.

Image 7: Structure of PCM accumulator and calculations.

Image 8: Heat exchanger and accumulators.

Image 9: Cross section.

Image 10: Close view of the center.

